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ABSTRACT 6 

This paper presents statistical estimates for the location and duration of Habitable 7 

Zones (HZs) around stars of different mass.  The approach is based upon the 8 

assumption that Earth’s location, and the Sun’s mass, should not be highly 9 

atypical of inhabited planets.  The results support climate-model based estimates 10 

for the location of the Sun’s HZ except models giving a present-day outer-edge 11 

beyond 1.64 AU.  The statistical approach also demonstrates that there is a 12 

habitability issue for stars smaller than 0.65 solar masses since, otherwise, Earth 13 

would be an extremely atypical inhabited world.  It is difficult to remove this 14 

anomaly using the assumption that poor habitability of planets orbiting low-mass 15 

stars results from unfavourable radiation regimes either before, or after, their stars 16 

enter the main-sequence.  However, the anomaly is well explained if poor 17 

habitability results from tidal-locking of planets in the HZs of small stars.  The 18 

expected host-star mass for planets with intelligent life then has a 95% confidence 19 

range of 0.78 M


 < M < 1.04 M


 and the range for planets with at least simple life 20 

is 0.57 M


 < M < 1.64 M


.   21 

  22 

Keywords:  Habitability, Habitable zone, Anthropic, Red dwarfs, Initial mass 23 

function.  24 
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Introduction 25 

Where are the best places to look for life?  This question is usually tackled by 26 

building detailed conceptual, mathematical or computational models of potential 27 

habitats to assess their suitability.  Lammer et. al. (2009) gives an excellent and 28 

comprehensive review of such climatic, geochemical and geophysical models 29 

together with their predictions concerning the habitability of a variety of worlds.  30 

The current paper tackles the same issues in a different way; it uses the fact that 31 

Earth is inhabited to, statistically, constrain properties affecting habitability.  The 32 

paper looks at two properties in particular — the radius of a planet’s orbit and the 33 

mass of its host-star.   34 

At the heart of the paper lie two principles:  (i) The Copernican Principle that, in 35 

the absence of any data to the contrary, we should expect Earth to be reasonably 36 

typical; (ii) The Anthropic Principle that Earth must possess all properties 37 

necessary for the emergence of intelligent observers.   A thorough review of the 38 

Copernican and Anthropic principles is given by Barrow and Tipler (1986) and 39 

they have also been discussed in a number of other books (e.g. Ward & Brownlee, 40 

2000; Scharf, 2014; Waltham, 2014).  There is an apparent antagonism between 41 

the Copernican and Anthropic principles but it can be resolved by combining 42 

them into the single statement that Earth is likely to be typical of the subset of 43 

planets that possess intelligent observers.  This is close to being tautologically 44 
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true since, by definition, “typical” is more likely than “atypical”.  Nevertheless, 45 

the methodology presented below will show that this is a powerful statement that 46 

can be used to quantitatively assess factors proposed as important for habitability.  47 

Moreover, although this statement implies that conclusions can only be drawn 48 

about the habitability requirements for intelligent observers, this paper will show 49 

that the results can be extended to give insights into the conditions required for 50 

life more generally; albeit only for the case of life in an “Earth-like” habitat (i.e. it 51 

gives no insights into other possible habitat types such as the subsurface oceans of 52 

icy moons).     53 

The current paper’s approach combines Bayes Theorem (Hoff, 2009) with 54 

Carter’s (1983) n-step model for the emergence of intelligent observers.  Bayes 55 

theorem is a statistical technique that tells us “how [our beliefs] should change 56 

after seeing new information” (Hoff, 2009).  The Carter model assumes that 57 

intelligence can only emerge after a series of major evolutionary steps such as the 58 

origin of life, the origin of photosynthesis, the origin of eukaryotes and so on.  59 

Together, Bayes Theorem plus Carter’s model tell us how the probability 60 

distribution of a particular planetary property should be modified given the 61 

additional information that the planet possesses intelligent life.  62 

The early sections of this paper review the Carter model and show how to 63 

combine it with Bayes Theorem.  The paper then looks at estimates for the 64 
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number of critical steps required for intelligence to evolve.  Once this background 65 

has been established, the paper investigates the effect on habitability of star-planet 66 

separation and star mass.   67 

For brevity, this paper frequently uses the word “inhabited” in the very restrictive 68 

sense of denoting planets inhabited by intelligent observers since this is the focus 69 

of the majority of the paper.  However, towards the end, the paper shows how to 70 

generalize the results to give probability distributions for life, in general, rather 71 

than just intelligent life. 72 

The key result from the paper is the establishment of a new technique for 73 

assessing habitability hypotheses.  However, in addition, it also gives a clear 74 

prediction of which stellar-masses should be focussed on by SETI and a clear 75 

prediction of the slightly different stellar-masses which should be the focus for 76 

more general searches for life on the surfaces of planets (e.g. searches using 77 

spectral bio-signatures). 78 

 79 

Probability Distributions for Inhabited Worlds 80 

Probability density functions (pdfs) are central to this paper.  A pdf expresses the 81 

probability per unit interval for a particular property, e.g. the probability of a 82 

randomly chosen planet having an age between, say, 3499.5 Ma and 3500.5 Ma 83 
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(strictly speaking, it’s defined as the limit of probability÷interval as the interval 84 

approaches zero).   The peak of the distribution indicates the most likely value and 85 

the width of the distribution indicates the range of possible values. 86 

An equally important concept is that of conditional probability, i.e. the probability 87 

of an event occurring given that some other event has already happened.  In the 88 

context of this paper, this is relevant because the expected values of planetary 89 

properties will be altered if we’re given the additional information that the planet 90 

in inhabited.  Take, for example, the specific case of mean surface temperature, T.  91 

If life requires liquid water, the conditional probability p(T/i) (i.e. the probability 92 

distribution for T given that the planet is inhabited) will be non-zero only for a 93 

narrow range of temperatures.   In contrast, the temperature distribution for all 94 

planets, p(T), will be far broader as it will include worlds with environments 95 

ranging from warmer than Mercury to colder than Pluto. 96 

In principle the probability distributions for property x (i.e. p(x) and p(x/i)) could 97 

be estimated simply by collecting the right data.  For example, we could measure 98 

the surface temperature of 1000 randomly chosen planets and then the surface 99 

temperature of 1000 inhabited planets.  However, whilst it is conceivable that we 100 

may soon be able to do the former, we currently know of only one inhabited 101 

planet (Earth) and so direct construction of pdfs for inhabited planets is unlikely 102 

to be possible for the foreseeable future.  Instead, Bayes theorem (Hoff, 2009) 103 
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gives an indirect way to do this by relating the general pdf to the conditional pdf 104 

through 105 

   p(x/i) = p(x) p(i/x) / p(i).    (1) 106 

Here p(i/x) (not to be confused with p(x/i) discussed above) is the probability of 107 

intelligence given x, i.e. p(i/x) is high for some values of x and low for others so 108 

that this expresses the influence property x has on the emergence of intelligence.  109 

The final term, p(i), is a constant which gives the overall probability of 110 

intelligence arising on a randomly chosen planet and ensures equation (1) is 111 

correctly normalized.  Note that, unless p(i/x) is completely flat, p(x/i) will be a 112 

different shape to p(x).  Hence, equation (1) is a mathematical encapsulation of 113 

the anthropic principle that properties of Earth are biased, compared to the general 114 

population of planets, for any properties that influence the likelihood of 115 

intelligence (Waltham, 2007). 116 

If circumstances are otherwise favourable, the probability of intelligence should 117 

monotonically increase with time available, i.e. it starts at zero (intelligence is not 118 

expected on a planet that is only briefly habitable) and increases to unity given 119 

enough time (any event with non-zero probability must happen eventually).   120 

Hence p(i/x) depends upon two factors: (i) how the quality of the habitat is 121 

affected by x; (ii) how the duration of habitability is affected by x.  122 
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The effect of habitable duration can be quantified using insights from Carter 123 

(1983).  Carter’s model for intelligence assumed it required a large number of 124 

successive evolutionary steps.  These steps were divided into those that are short 125 

compared to the time available and those that are long.  It was then shown that the 126 

time taken for the short steps could be ignored so that the time for intelligence to 127 

emerge is controlled by a small number, n, of critical, slow steps; steps likely to 128 

be associated with major evolutionary transitions such as the origin of life and the 129 

origin of eukaryotes.  Carter (ibid) then showed that the characteristic time for the 130 

emergence of intelligence is almost certainly much longer than the characteristic 131 

time-scale for the evolution of stars since, otherwise, there has been an unlikely 132 

coincidence on Earth between the time for intelligence to emerge (a 4 Gy time-133 

scale governed by biological processes in organisms) and the duration of 134 

habitability (a 5 Gy time-scale governed by physical processes in stars).   If the 135 

true timescale for intelligence is actually much longer than the timescale for 136 

habitability then we would expect, in the very rare cases where it manages to 137 

emerge at all, that it will do so towards the end of habitability since appearing 138 

earlier is even less likely.  Hence, this explanation avoids the need for an unlikely 139 

coincidence.  140 

Interestingly, there is a direct analogy between the emergence of intelligence on a 141 

habitable planet and the emergence of cancer in an organism.  The multi-stage 142 

model of cancer occurrence — the hypothesis that cancers develop only once a 143 
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cell has undergone several, successive and unlikely (in any given cell) mutations 144 

— is similar to the n-stage model for the emergence of intelligence.  Furthermore, 145 

for the case of cancers unlike the case of inhabited planets, we sadly have multiple 146 

examples and these have allowed a mathematically identical model to that of 147 

Carter (ibid) to be successfully tested using cancer-occurrence statistics (see 148 

Nunney (2015) for a review). 149 

From the point of view of the current paper, the most important result that 150 

emerges from Carter’s (1983) analysis is that the probability of intelligence 151 

increases with time according to  152 

   Probability n
     (2) 153 

where  is the duration of habitability.   In the notation of equation (1), and taking 154 

account of the fact that the probability that intelligence arises also depends upon 155 

habitat quality, this can be rewritten as 156 

   p(i/x) = q(x) (x)
n
     (3) 157 

where q quantifies how habitat quality changes with x (but see further discussion 158 

below).  Equations (1) and (3) then combine to yield the central equation of this 159 

paper that 160 

   p(x/i) = K q(x) p(x)(x)
n
    (4) 161 
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where K is a constant found by requiring that the integrated probability is unity. 162 

Habitat quality will, of course, depend upon many factors and this is not properly 163 

accounted for in equation (3).  For example x might be temperature, as before, but 164 

q will depend upon other factors such as planetary mass, volatile inventory and 165 

geological activity.  However this paper will only be interested in the effects of 166 

one parameter at a time and so an assumption will be made that the planets under 167 

consideration are all good habitats apart from the consequences of parameter x.  I 168 

will refer to such worlds, from here on, as potentially inhabitable planets. 169 

 170 

How many critical steps? 171 

Before equation (4) can be used, we need an estimate of the number of critical 172 

steps, n.  Carter (1983) showed that the critical steps should be roughly equally 173 

spaced through time and that, therefore, the time of the final step is  174 

   tn ≈ (n/n+1).      (5) 175 

Carter’s own estimate for n was unrealistically low as he assumed that Earth 176 

would remain habitable throughout the whole of our Sun’s main-sequence 177 

lifetime (i.e. ~10 Gy) but Watson (2008) used a more reasonable estimate that 178 
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intelligence has emerged roughly tn = 4 Gy into a = 5 Gy habitable lifetime and, 179 

hence, n~4.   180 

However, since the Carter (1983) argument is a statistical one, it is also necessary 181 

to consider stochastic fluctuations.  This can be done using the expression, 182 

derived in Watson (2008), that the pdf for the mth step in an n-step process is 183 

 pm/n(t) = [ n! / (n-m)!(m-1)! ][ t
m-1

 (-t)n-m
 / n

 ].   (6) 184 

Taking m=n and integrating gives the cumulative probability for the timing of the 185 

emergence of intelligence as  186 

   Pn/n(tn<t) = ( t / )
n
.     (7) 187 

The (two-tailed) significance level is then 2Pn/n  (if Pn/n < 0.5) or 2(1-Pn/n) (if Pn/n > 188 

0.5).  This is a measure of how unsurprising the observed timing for intelligence 189 

is, i.e. significance=100% is not at all surprising whilst significance of 5% (say) 190 

indicates a substantial deviation from expectation.  Figure 1 plots significance as a 191 

function of n.  The figure shows that the 95% confidence range (i.e. values where 192 

significance>5%) extends from n = 1 to 16.  The number of critical steps is 193 

therefore not well constrained by the observed timing for the emergence of 194 

intelligence on Earth although a value around 3 or 4 is most likely. 195 

A further constraint can be introduced by using estimates for the timing of the 196 

first step and assuming that this is the origin of life.  For that calculation I assume 197 
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habitability began when liquid water first appeared (i.e. by 4.4 Ga, Valley et. al. 198 

(2002)).   Unfortunately, estimates for how long it then took life to appear remain 199 

highly contentious.  Arguments that possible banded iron formations of Isua, 200 

Greenland show isotopic evidence for life at around 3.85 Ga are not universally 201 

accepted (e.g. see Moorbath (2005)).   However, 3.7 Ga turbidite deposits in the 202 

same region show more robust evidence for biogenic alteration in carbon-isotope 203 

ratios (Rosing, 1999; Fedo et. al., 2006) and so, here, I will accept 3.7 Ga as the 204 

age of the earliest life so far discovered.  This implies that life emerged within 0.7 205 

Gy of the first appearance of water but this is an estimate that is likely to be 206 

subject to much revision in the future.  The sensitivity of the results to changes in 207 

these timings will therefore be looked at later in this section but, for now, I will 208 

proceed using these timings. 209 

Carter’s (1983) argument that the critical steps should be, roughly, evenly spaced 210 

through Earth’s history then gives an origin-of-life based estimate of n ~ 211 

(5Gy/0.7Gy) ~ 7 which is larger than Watson’s (2008) estimate of n~4.  However 212 

the two approaches can be combined, to yield an improved estimate, by regarding 213 

the emergence of intelligence as an n-1 step process whose clock begins ticking 214 

immediately after the origin of life.  Equation (6) can then be used to predict the 215 

cumulative probability for the timing of life (integrate p1/m) and for the timing of 216 

intelligence (integrate pn-1/n-1).  Figure 2 shows this for n=2, 4 and 12. 217 
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For the 4-step model, the probability that life should have emerged by the 218 

assumed time of 3.7 Ga is 43% whilst the probability that intelligence emerges by 219 

the observed time of 0 Ga is 49%.  Both of these figures are close to the median 220 

cumulative probability of 50% and so the 4-step model accounts well for both 221 

observations.  However, even if n is as large as 12, the corresponding probabilities 222 

have only become 81% and 7%, respectively, and these are still not extreme 223 

enough to exclude n=12. 224 

As with the analysis illustrated in Fig. 1, the significance level can be calculated 225 

for each of these events (origin of life and origin of intelligence) and then the 226 

additional step can be taken of calculating the significance product.  This product 227 

is the probability that both events differ from the median by at least as much as 228 

observed and can be taken as a joint significance level given the timing of both 229 

life and intelligence.  This significance is plotted, as a function of n, in Fig. 3 230 

which shows that n is likely to be in the range 3-6 and is almost certainly 12 or 231 

less. 232 

However, as already discussed, the timings of the critical events are themselves 233 

poorly constrained and so sensitivity to their uncertainty must also be 234 

investigated.   Figure 3 can be recalculated using different assumptions for the 235 

timings of the beginning of habitability, the origin of life and the end of 236 

habitability.  The biggest changes are produced by assuming that future habitable 237 
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lifespan is much smaller (e.g. 0.5 Gy) and that the origin of life was much closer 238 

in time to the onset of habitability (e.g. within 0.2 Gy).  Such changes push the 239 

peak of Fig. 3 up to n=7 and give a much longer tail.  At the other extreme, if 240 

Earth is assumed to be habitable for another 1.5 Gy and, furthermore, if the origin 241 

of life is taken as only being confirmed by the bacterial fossils of the Gunflint 242 

formation at 1.9 Ga (Knoll, 2003), the allowed range shifts down to only n=2 to 4.    243 

It is even possible that the origin of life is not a critical step (or not the first such 244 

step) or that intelligence is not the last critical step (e.g. if it is an inevitable result 245 

of some earlier innovation) and these issues introduce further uncertainty into the 246 

analysis. 247 

The number of critical steps is therefore not well constrained.  The remainder of 248 

this paper will take n=4 as the best guess but will also look at sensitivity to 249 

reasonable changes in this assumption. 250 

 251 

The Sun’s Habitable Zone 252 

As an introduction to the use of equation (4), this section investigates the location 253 

of the Sun’s present-day HZ.  Published estimates of HZ location are based upon 254 

climate model predictions of what would happen to a habitable planet under 255 

varying conditions of illumination.  This section shows how these model-based 256 
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estimates can be statistically tested using the additional constraint that Earth’s true 257 

location is more likely to be near the middle of the resulting distribution than in its 258 

tails.  This distribution is, in turn, controlled by the variation in habitable-lifetime 259 

as planet-location is altered, i.e. locations that stay within the HZ for a long time 260 

are more likely to produce intelligent organisms than locations that are only 261 

briefly habitable. 262 

It should be noted that the resulting HZ is not the classic HZ as defined by the 263 

range of distances, from a star, where liquid water could be stable on a planetary 264 

surface (Huang, 1959).  Instead, the HZ is implicitly defined as the range of star-265 

planet separations over which conditions allow operation of the n-step process 266 

that leads to intelligence.  It is plausible to suggest that this n-step process can 267 

begin once conditions are warm enough for liquid water and, hence, the resulting 268 

location for the outer-edge of the HZ may be identical for the two definitions.  269 

The inner-edge could be a different matter since the maximum temperature for 270 

metazoan life is probably less than 60 °C (Lee, 2003) implying that conditions 271 

suitable for intelligent life may end before a planet warms so much that it loses all 272 

liquid water.  However, the temperature for onset of a run-away moist greenhouse 273 

is not much above 60 °C (Kasting, 1993) and, hence, the inner-edge of the HZ 274 

may also not differ very much between the two definitions.  In any event, this 275 

issue does not affect later conclusions about the effects of star-mass on 276 
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habitability since the HZ obtained in this section is the appropriate one for that 277 

analysis. 278 

The starting point for a statistical determination of HZ location is to determine 279 

habitable lifetime as a function of star-planet distance and this requires an 280 

evolution model for solar-mass stars.  This paper uses the on-line evolution-grids 281 

described in Girardi et. al. (2000) (more specifically, the Z=0.019 grids for masses 282 

between 0.6 M


 and 2.0 M


).  Other stellar evolution models could be used (e.g. 283 

Spada et. al., 2013; Valle et. al., 2014; Stancliffe et. al. 2016) but the resulting 284 

changes are not significant as uncertainties in stellar-evolution are small 285 

compared to issues such as the uncertainty in n discussed above. 286 

The evolution in luminosity, L, for a sun-like star is shown in Fig. 4.  Zero-age on 287 

this graph corresponds to the onset of hydrogen fusion but the star’s brightness 288 

then increases slowly for over 11 Gy before increasing dramatically as exhaustion 289 

of hydrogen leads to fusion of heavier elements.  Note that the  subscript 290 

denotes present-day solar values and will be used throughout this paper. 291 

Assuming that the limits of habitability are controlled by illumination (which is 292 

proportional to stellar luminosity and inversely proportion to the square of the 293 

star-planet separation) the inner location of the HZ will evolve through time 294 

according to 295 
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   ai(t) = ai0 [ L(t)/L


 ]
1/2

     (8) 296 

whilst the outer location will evolve as 297 

   ao(t)  = ao0 [ L(t)/L


 ]
1/2

    (9) 298 

where ai0 is the present day location of the inner-boundary of Earth’s HZ whilst 299 

ao0 is the corresponding outer-boundary. 300 

As an illustrative example, Kasting et. al.’s (1993) estimate for the present-day 301 

HZ (ai0 = 0.95 AU and ao0 = 1.37 AU) produces the results shown in Fig. 5.  With 302 

these HZ limits, planets closer than 0.79 AU are permanently too warm whilst 303 

planets beyond 2 AU never become warm enough during the main-sequence 304 

phase.  Between these extremes, habitable lifetime gradually increases and then 305 

drops again.  For example, note that the habitable lifetime at a distance of 1 AU 306 

extends from 0-5.7 Gy (i.e. a duration of 5.7 Gy) whilst, at a distance of 1.25 AU, 307 

a planet only becomes habitable after ~2 Gy but remains habitable until ~9.5 Gy 308 

(i.e a duration of ~7.5 Gy).  The full pattern of change in habitable lifetime with 309 

distance is shown in Fig. 6 which shows a peak of 8.5 Gy at 1.16 AU.   310 

Figure 6 is the information needed in equation (4) to produce a probability 311 

distribution for inhabited planets orbiting solar-mass stars.  If the property of 312 

interest is star-planet separation, a, then equation (4) becomes  313 

   p(a/i) = K q(a) p(a)(a)
n
    (10) 314 
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with (a) being obtained from Fig. 6.   315 

However, we still need to determine the other component distributions in equation 316 

(10).  The distribution of potentially inhabitable planets orbiting solar-mass stars, 317 

p(a), can be assumed to be approximately uniform over the relatively narrow 318 

width of the HZ.  Other reasonable distributions (e.g. logarithmic) give similar 319 

results to those shown below.  Hence, p(a) can be subsumed into K.   320 

It would be similarly helpful to be able to assume a uniform q(a) but this is more 321 

problematic.  Planets relatively close to their star will be potentially habitable 322 

earlier than planets further away (see Fig. 5) and so assuming a constant q(a) 323 

implies that the emergence of intelligent life is not affected by the timing of 324 

habitability (e.g. 5 Gy of habitability early in a planet’s history is as good as 5 Gy 325 

of habitability later on).  This may not be correct but, to make progress, this paper 326 

will assume that this is not an important effect. 327 

For constant p(a) and q(a) along with n=4, equation (10) gives the probability 328 

shown in Fig.7.  This distribution has a 95% confidence range of 0.97 AU < a < 329 

1.54 AU (i.e. 2.5% of the area under the curve is below 0.97 AU and 2.5% of the 330 

area under the curve is above 1.54 AU).    Equivalently, there is a cumulative 331 

probability of 4.7% that a randomly chosen inhabited planet will have an orbital 332 

radius of 1 AU or less and so the cumulative probability for Earth is above 2.5% 333 

and below 97.5%.  With either formulation, the Kasting et al (1993) HZ 334 
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hypothesis is accepted at a 5% significance level (strictly speaking, it is not 335 

rejected), i.e. Kasting et. al.’s model puts Earth in a reasonably typical location.  336 

The foregoing analysis was dependent upon three parameters: (i) the present day 337 

location of the inner edge of our HZ; (ii) the present day location of the outer edge 338 

of our HZ; (iii) the assumed number of critical steps required for the emergence of 339 

intelligence.  The analysis could therefore be repeated for other values of these 340 

parameters to test other HZ-models.   341 

Here, however, the statistical approach will be used to place limits on parameters, 342 

rather than to test further, specific hypotheses.  In particular, this will be done for 343 

ao0 as the other two parameters are better constrained; there is reasonable 344 

consensus over the location of the inner edge of the present day HZ (Kasting et. 345 

al. (1993) and Franck et. al. (2000) both use 0.95 AU, the Kopparapu et. al. 346 

(2014) analysis is equivalent to selecting 0.949-0.964 AU and Hart (1979) 347 

suggested nearly four decades ago that ai0=0.958 AU) whilst the earlier discussion 348 

gives confidence that n ~ 3 to 6.  In contrast, there is no general agreement about 349 

the outer-edge location with estimates ranging from 1.2 AU (Franck et. al. (2000)) 350 

to 1.7 AU (Kopparapu et. al. (2013)) with an absolute limit set as far out as 2.4 351 

AU (Mischna et. al., 2000).  Hence, the location of ao0 is the most interesting and 352 

useful parameter to statistically constrain. 353 
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A lower-bound to ao0 can be found from equation (9) together with the constraint 354 

that the outer edge of the HZ must have been >1AU when liquid water first 355 

appeared on Earth.  Taking, as before, an estimate that this occurred around 0.2 356 

Gy after the origin of the Earth gives L(t)/L


~0.72 (see Fig. 4) and hence ao0 357 

>1.18 AU. 358 

To obtain an upper-bound for this parameter, the calculations used to produce Fig. 359 

7 were repeated over a range of values for ao0.  The resulting cumulative-360 

probability dependence is shown in Fig. 8 which shows that this falls with 361 

increasing ao0 and reaches 2.5% at ao0=1.48 AU.  This is therefore an estimate of 362 

an upper limit for the HZ outer edge since choosing values larger than this puts 363 

the Earth closer to the Sun than all but 2.5% of inhabited planets, i.e. larger values 364 

for ao0 make Earth look like an outlier rather than a typical inhabited world. 365 

However, account must also be taken of the fact that the uncertainties in n may 366 

produce large changes in the predicted upper-bound for ao0.  Taking 3 ≤ n ≤ 6, 367 

gives ao0 < 1.50±0.14 AU.  The final result is therefore that the outer edge of the 368 

Sun’s present-day HZ is likely to be in the range 1.18 AU < ao0 < 1.50±0.14 AU.  369 

This statistically derived result suggests that some of the higher climate-model-370 

derived estimates are too large and that models which predict an HZ outer-edge 371 

beyond ~1.64 AU should be viewed with caution.   372 
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The remainder of this paper will use the Kasting et. al. (1993) estimate that ao0 = 373 

1.37 AU, since this sits near the centre of the statistically-derived range.  374 

However, changes in this value do not substantially alter the paper’s later 375 

conclusions. 376 

 377 

Habitable Lifetime as a Function of Star Mass 378 

The next stages in this paper’s analysis require estimates of how the typical 379 

habitable lifetime and habitable star-planet distance change with stellar mass.  The 380 

probability-weighted mean values are the obvious estimates to use and are given 381 

by 382 

   𝜏̅ = ∫ 𝑝𝜏 𝑑𝑎
∞

0
/ ∫ 𝑝 𝑑𝑎

∞

0
 383 

       =∫ 𝜏𝑛+1 𝑑𝑎
∞

0
/ ∫ 𝜏𝑛 𝑑𝑎

∞

0
    (11) 384 

and 385 

   �̅� = ∫ 𝑝𝑎 𝑑𝑎
∞

0
/ ∫ 𝑝 𝑑𝑎

∞

0
 386 

       =∫ 𝜏𝑛𝑎 𝑑𝑎
∞

0
/ ∫ 𝜏𝑛 𝑑𝑎

∞

0
.    (12) 387 

For a solar-mass star, the lifetime distribution shown in Fig. 6 then gives a mean 388 

habitable lifetime of 7.1 Gy and a mean star-planet separation of 1.21 AU. 389 
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Repeating these calculations for other star masses produces Figs. 9 and 10. These 390 

results assume n=4 but they are not changed greatly if n=3 or 5.  Note that the 391 

plots do not extend below 0.6 M


 because Girardi et. al. (2000) (and other models 392 

the author is aware of) do not give the full main-sequence evolution for these 393 

lower masses.   This is probably because, for most purposes, there is little point in 394 

modelling stellar evolution over time-scales much greater than the present age of 395 

the Universe.  This omission is unfortunate as such models would have been 396 

useful here but, as will be shown later, this is not a fatal problem. 397 

There are three distinct segments in Fig. 9: a smooth trend below 1 M


, a smooth 398 

trend above 1.3 M


 and a relatively low-gradient transition between these.  A 399 

reasonable power-law fit is 400 

  𝜏̅ = 6.76(𝑀 𝑀
⁄ )−3.71        M < 1.03 M


 401 

𝜏̅ = 6.39(𝑀/𝑀)−2.06 1.03 M


 ≤ M  ≤  1.30 M


 (13) 402 

  𝜏̅ = 8.17(𝑀/𝑀)−2.98 M>1.30 M


  403 

This can be compared to the classic order of magnitude estimate for main 404 

sequence lifetime (e.g. see Hansen et. al., 1994) that 405 

    = 10(M/M


)
-2.5

.     (14) 406 
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Equations (13) and (14) are both shown in Fig. 9.  Equation (14) over-estimates 407 

the typical habitable lifetime for masses above 0.7 M


 and underestimates it 408 

below that threshold.   Both equations will be used, in the next section, to 409 

demonstrate that results are not sensitive to plausible uncertainties in habitable-410 

lifetimes. 411 

Similarly the predicted star-planet separations, shown in Fig. 10, fit a power law 412 

model of the form 413 

   �̅� = 1.2(𝑀/𝑀)2.16     (15) 414 

for all masses considered. 415 

 416 

The Trouble with Red-dwarfs 417 

The preceding analyses provide the background needed for the key objective of 418 

this paper — an investigation of possible habitability problems for low-mass stars.  419 

Low mass stars are both much more common and much longer-lived than larger 420 

stars and so, if all else is equal, intelligent observers should nearly always find 421 

themselves orbiting small stars.  But this expectation is contradicted by the 422 

observation that the Sun is not a red-dwarf and so there may be a habitability 423 

problem associated with smaller stars.  This section investigates this question 424 

using the statistical methods developed above. 425 
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Star-mass, M, is now the property of interest and equation (4) becomes 426 

   p(M/i) = K q(M) p(M)(M)
n
    (16) 427 

Here p(M) is the probability that a randomly chosen, potentially habitable, planet 428 

orbits a star of mass M.  This probability is controlled by the frequency of such 429 

stars and by the frequency with which such stars have potentially habitable 430 

planets.  The frequency of stars of a given mass is called the initial mass function 431 

(IMF) and has been the subject of much astronomical research and debate over 432 

many decades (e.g. see Salpeter (1955), Miller & Scalo (1979), Kropa (2002) and 433 

Chabrier (2003, 2005)) but there is still no final agreement on its exact form.  This 434 

paper will therefore use two widely used distributions so that sensitivity to this 435 

factor can be properly illustrated.  Firstly, Miller & Scalo (1979) give 436 

  (M) = 0.20M
-1.4

    0.08M


<M < 1 M


 437 

           = 0.20M
-2.5

    M < 10 M


   (17) 438 

whilst Chabrier (2005) gives 439 

 (M) = (0.41 𝑀⁄ )𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
(log(𝑀)−𝑙𝑜𝑔2)2

0.605
) 0.08M


<M < 1 M


 440 

          = 0.18M
-2.35

      M < 10 M


.  (18) 441 

The lower limit of 0.08M


 corresponds to the lowest mass for hydrogen fusion.  442 

Note that these expressions have been modified slightly from their published form 443 
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so that they give (M) — rather than  (logM) — and so that they have integrals 444 

equal to unity.  Equations (17) & (18) are plotted in Fig. 11 which shows that 445 

there is, in particular, a difference at low stellar masses where equation (17) gives 446 

a result almost 60% larger than equation (18).  Nevertheless, both functions show 447 

a very rapid drop in frequency with mass; light stars are much more common than 448 

heavy ones. 449 

Given these IMFs, the probability that a randomly chosen, potentially habitable 450 

planet orbits a star of mass M is  451 

   p(M) = f(M) (M)     (19) 452 

where f(M) is the fraction of stars of mass M, that have potentially habitable 453 

planets (normalized by the fraction of all stars that have potentially habitable 454 

planets).  Equation (16) therefore becomes 455 

  p(M/i) = K q(M) f(M) (M)(M)
n
    (20) 456 

The simplest assumptions are then that q(M) and f(M) are both constant, i.e. that 457 

all stars have equally habitable HZs and that the frequency of potentially habitable 458 

planets does not vary with star-mass.  Such assumptions do not give plausible 459 

results and this is shown by the cumulative probability curves of Fig. 12.  The 460 

upper curve is the worst-case scenario (i.e. the one that makes Earth most 461 

surprising) in which I have used equations (13) and (17) with n=6.  The lower 462 
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(best-case) curve uses equations (14) and (18) along with n=3.  The cumulative 463 

probability for a typical inhabited planet should fall between 2.5% and 97.5% (the 464 

dashed lines) for 5% significance and, hence, typical inhabited planets should 465 

orbit stars smaller than, at best, 0.13M


.   466 

To emphasise that this analysis makes Earth appear to be highly untypical, the 467 

results suggest that only one inhabited planet in 3 billion will orbit a star as large 468 

as the Sun (best-case).  To further quantify the size of effect needed to make the 469 

Earth a typical inhabited planet, a simple assumption can be made that  470 

  q(M) f(M) = 0   M<Mmin   (21) 471 

where Mmin is a stellar mass below which there are either no potentially 472 

inhabitable planets (i.e. f(M)=0) or below which planets are not habitable (i.e. 473 

q(M)=0).  Figure 13 shows the resulting cumulative probability distributions when 474 

the cut-off is set at 0.65M


.  This cut-off allows the best-case scenario to give a 475 

probability that P(M<1M


 /i)=97.5%, i.e. this is the minimum cut-off which 476 

allows the Earth to be a typical inhabited world.  In summary, whatever the 477 

process is that make planets orbiting small stars less habitable, it must have 478 

significant effects up to, at least, 0.65M


. 479 

It is instructive to look at possible mechanisms for poor habitability of planets 480 

orbiting low mass stars, in the light of the above result.  A currently widely 481 
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discussed mechanism is that low-mass stars take a relatively long time to reach 482 

the main-sequence and, during that interval, HZ-planets are exposed to very high 483 

temperatures which may strip them of their atmospheres.  This issue has recently 484 

been examined in detail by Luger & Barnes (2015) who conclude that this effect 485 

is very significant up to 0.3M


 and may have effects up to around 0.6M


.  This 486 

can be modelled by assuming q(M)=0 for M<0.3M


 and then ramps up to q(M)=1 487 

by M=0.6M


.  The effect of this is shown by the dotted-line in Fig. 13 which 488 

exceeds the 97.5% threshold for plausibility for M>0.5M


 hence suggesting that 489 

this mechanisms is not sufficiently powerful to explain the surprisingly large size 490 

of our Sun.  This result assumes n=3, equation (13) and equation (17) but n>3 491 

makes the threshold for plausibility even lower whilst the other choices for 492 

habitable lifetime (i.e. equation (12)) and IMF (i.e. equation (17)) make little 493 

difference at all.  Results can be made closer to plausibility by having q(M) drop 494 

more rapidly below 0.6M


 but even then they do not allow the Sun’s mass to fall 495 

within the predicted 95% confidence range.  496 

An alternative possibility is that the high x-ray, UV and flare activity of young, 497 

small stars supresses their habitability initially.  However this is only for a 498 

relatively short period compared to the habitable lifetimes shown in Fig. 9 499 

(activity decreases even for low mass stars after ~1Gy (Scalo et. al. (2007)).  Even 500 

if such processes prevent habitability for as much as 10 Gy, this does not account 501 

for the statistical anomaly (since Fig. 9 shows habitable lifetimes of small stars 502 
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are significantly greater than 10 Gy) unless this early activity permanently renders 503 

orbiting worlds uninhabitable.  In addition, Scalo et. al. (ibid) suggest high 504 

activity is only serious for stars ~0.36M


 or smaller and this is much less than the 505 

required cut-off of ~0.65M


.  Thus, at present, radiation-dependent explanations 506 

for poor habitability of low-mass stars cannot explain the large mass of our Sun 507 

because they do not operate for long enough and cease operating at too low a 508 

mass cut-off.  However, future work may show that the effects of radiation on 509 

habitability are more serious than currently believed. 510 

Another possible explanation is that terrestrial planets are simply rare around 511 

smaller stars, i.e. f(M) is low.  However, the discovery of planets such as KOI-512 

1843b (0.63 Earth-mass planet orbiting a 0.45 M


 star (Ofir & Dreizler, 2013)) or 513 

Kepler-42 d (0.13 M


 star with three small planets (Muirhead et. al., 2012)) 514 

indicates that, whilst such worlds may be less common around small stars, they 515 

are not rare by the factor of several billion needed to explain the statistical 516 

anomaly. 517 

One final possibility is the oldest of the hypotheses but also the one that can be 518 

most thoroughly treated using the methods of this paper; planets orbiting in the 519 

close-in HZ of low-mass stars may be adversely affected by tidal-locking, i.e. 520 

tidal slowing of their rotation rates to the point where there is synchronous 521 

rotation so that a planet day equals a planet year.   Lammer et. al. (2009) and 522 
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Scalo et. al. (2007) review this possibility and discuss how slow-rotation may 523 

affect climate, magnetic-field strength and exposure to radiation.  However, the 524 

idea that planets orbiting red-dwarfs may be adversely affected by such factors 525 

has been criticised by others (e.g. Heath et. al. (1999) and Yang et. al., 2014). 526 

Fortunately, the methods developed in this paper allow the tidal-locking 527 

hypothesis to be tested without the uncertainties surrounding detailed atmospheric 528 

and/or geophysical modelling.   We can simply assume tidal-locking is 529 

detrimental to habitability for unspecified reasons and concentrate on 530 

investigating how tidal-locking alters the statistical analysis given above. 531 

Following Gladman et. al. (1996) the time to synchronous rotation is 532 

   despin = (C Q / 3Gk2 R
5 

)( a
6
/M

2
 )   (22) 533 

where is the initial angular velocity of the planet, C is its moment of inertia, Q 534 

is the tidal quality factor (which controls energy dissipation to heat), G is 535 

Newton’s constant of gravitation, k2 is the tidal Love-number (a measure of the 536 

planet’s rigidity) and R is the planet’s radius.   The values in the first bracket on 537 

the right hand-side can be assigned Earth-values because, as discussed in the 538 

introduction, the starting assumption is that inhabited planets are likely to be 539 

Earth-like.   With these parameters fixed, equations (15) and (22) give the time to 540 
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tidal locking shown in Fig. 14 (which also shows the habitable lifetime from 541 

equation (13), i.e. time for over-heating). 542 

If habitability is detrimentally affected both by stellar-evolution generated over-543 

heating and by tidal locking, then the habitable lifetime is the minimum of 544 

equation (13) and (22), i.e. lifetime is limited by tidal locking for planets orbiting 545 

stars smaller than 0.84 M


 and by star-evolution for planets with stellar-mass 546 

greater than this.  Equations (17) and (20) then give the predicted star-masses, for 547 

typical inhabited planets, shown in Fig. 15.   548 

From Fig. 15 it is clear that the hypothesis that habitability is limited by both 549 

stellar evolution and by tidal locking predicts a range of inhabited stellar-masses 550 

which includes the solar-mass; the 95% confidence range is 0.78 M


 < M < 1.04 551 

M


.  Hence, this hypothesis is supported by the analysis (strictly, the hypothesis is 552 

not rejected).  Using equation (18) instead of equation (17) makes no significant 553 

difference to the results.  Note that the probability shown in Fig. 15 is extremely 554 

small for M<0.6 M


 and, hence, the fact that the power law fits (equations (13) 555 

and (15)) are highly uncertain below this threshold is not important. 556 

However, the predicted distribution of stellar masses is dependent upon the 557 

choices for n (4 in Fig. 15) and the initial rotation rate (6 hours in Fig. 15).  Figure 558 

16 shows how the minimum allowed initial rotation period increases with n.  For 559 

any given n, shorter periods of rotation than those indicated result in 95% 560 
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confidence ranges for stellar mass which do not encompass the Sun’s mass.  561 

Sensible initial periods (say less than 12 hours) therefore imply n≤5.  Hence, 562 

either n is relatively small or an alternative to the tidal locking hypothesis is 563 

needed to explain why our Sun is so large. 564 

 565 

 566 

Life in General 567 

The preceding sections have explicitly looked at the predicted properties of 568 

planets possessing intelligent observers.  This allowed the resulting predictions to 569 

be directly compared with the known Earth properties to see if the various 570 

habitability hypotheses were supported.  The resulting predictions may be useful 571 

for SETI with Fig. 15 indicating the range of star-masses that are most promising. 572 

However, this final section will relax the intelligent-life constraint and use 573 

equation (4) to predict distributions for planets which have passed only the first 574 

step (which is, plausibly, the origin of life itself).  Thus, with n=1, equation (4) 575 

gives the conditional probabilities given life, p(x/L), rather than conditional 576 

probabilities given intelligence, p(x/i).  This section therefore re-calculates 577 

distributions, using n=1, to predict the star-masses most likely to possess planets 578 

with life and the most-likely distances at which such planets orbit their stars. 579 
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The first step is to recalculate equations (11) to (15) with n=1.  The resulting 580 

predictions of mean habitable lifetime and mean distance are shown as dotted 581 

lines in Figs. 9 and 10 with power-law fits  582 

 𝜏̅ = 5.34(𝑀/𝑀)−3.4                M < 1.03 M


 583 

 𝜏̅ = 5.11(𝑀/𝑀)−1.86  1.03 M


 ≤ M  ≤  1.36 M


 (23) 584 

 𝜏̅ = 7.34(𝑀/𝑀)−3.04  1.36M


 < M  585 

and 586 

  �̅� = 1.3(𝑀/𝑀)2.03.      (24) 587 

Generally, the changes from the “intelligent observer” results are small, for 588 

distance, but a reduction in mean habitable lifetime results from the fact that the 589 

range of habitable-lifetimes, compatible with the emergence of life, will include 590 

shorter lifetimes than the range needed for intelligent life.  Hence, the average 591 

drops. 592 

With these new power-law models for the expected lifetime and separation, the 593 

cumulative probability can be recalculated, using n=1, to give the dotted line 594 

shown in Fig. 15.  This has a 95% confidence range of 0.57 M


 < M < 1.64 M


 595 

which is, as expected, broader than the range for intelligent life. 596 

 597 
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Discussion 598 

The results of this paper should be treated as provisional since there are many 599 

caveats.  Nevertheless, the techniques have given useful insights concerning the 600 

most promising places to look for Earth-like life (i.e. life on the stellar-heated 601 

surface of a planet). 602 

The first caveat is that the approach is inappropriate if we are considering 603 

habitats, such as the sub-surface oceans of icy-moons, which are very different to 604 

Earth.  Secondly, as with any statistical technique the approach attempts to reject, 605 

rather than accept, hypotheses and so it is always possible that another hypothesis 606 

exists that is as good, or better, than the one under consideration.  In the specific 607 

case of the results obtained in this paper, there may be other hypothesis that 608 

account equally well for the poor habitability of low-mass stars.  However, other 609 

explanations will need to have a broadly similar effect to satisfy the requirement 610 

that they “explain Earth” (e.g. any low-mass habitability problem should cause 611 

difficulties for stellar masses < 0.65 M


) and so the resulting predictions of “best 612 

star mass” are likely to be similar.  613 

Another caveat is that the results concerning “life in general” have assumed that 614 

the origin of life is the first step in the n-step model.  This may not be correct.  615 

Given our poorly constrained knowledge of the timing for the origin of life, it is 616 

possible that life actually arises quickly and the first “hard” step is something later 617 
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(e.g. photosynthesis).  Alternatively, there may be a pre-life “hard” step such as 618 

the need for an unusual combination of geological circumstances that allow 619 

concentration of key pre-biotic chemical compounds.  The predictions in the 620 

preceding section therefore concern the distribution of planets that have taken the 621 

first step; whatever that is.  However, it is not unreasonable to suggest that this 622 

may be the origin of life itself. 623 

A final caveat is that the results are completely dependent upon Carter’s (1983) n-624 

step model for the emergence of intelligence but this author finds his arguments 625 

compelling and interested readers are advised to read Carter (ibid) and Watson 626 

(2008) if they require further reassurance.  627 

A more specific issue is that, even if the conclusion is accepted that tidal-locking 628 

is the cause of low-star-mass habitability problems, the analysis cannot tell us 629 

why this is the case.  Of course, this is also a strength of the technique in that the 630 

conclusion is not dependent upon process details.  Nevertheless, the techniques 631 

cannot tell us if poor habitability is caused by climatic issues (e.g. collapse of the 632 

planet’s atmosphere on the point opposite the star), magnetic field issues (e.g. 633 

insufficient field-strength to prevent loss of atmosphere through sputtering) or 634 

something not previously considered in any study (e.g. the inability of a tidally 635 

locked planet to have a dynamically stable moon).  Thus, the results of this paper 636 
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suggest that further work on the consequences of tidal locking would be 637 

worthwhile..  638 

Despite all these issues and caveats, the methods presented in this paper have 639 

allowed habitability hypotheses to be challenged in a new way and they have 640 

allowed several predictions for properties of Earth-like habitats.   The approach 641 

therefore provides useful new insights into where we should look for life beyond 642 

Earth. 643 

This paper has also highlighted how important it is, for astrobiology, that we get 644 

better estimates of the timing of the origin of life on Earth.  Clearly, this would 645 

improve estimates of n but, more fundamentally; it could also impact greatly our 646 

estimates of the likelihood of finding life beyond Earth.  The Carter (1983) model 647 

predicts that life will be very rare (and intelligent life much rarer still) and this 648 

model is supported by the fact that the time taken for life to emerge on Earth 649 

appears to be of a similar duration to the time left for life after the emergence of 650 

intelligence.  However, if evidence for a much earlier appearance of life emerges 651 

so that this coincidence breaks down, the conclusion will either be that the Carter 652 

model is invalid or that life emerges easily and is not the first step in the n-step 653 

process leading to intelligence.  Either way, life will be much more common than 654 

the Carter model suggests. 655 

 656 
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Conclusions 657 

1. Equation (4) can be used to estimate pdfs for properties of planets 658 

possessing intelligent observers.  If the resulting 95% confidence range 659 

does not encompass the Earth’s value, this may indicate issues with the 660 

underlying habitability assumptions. 661 

2. This methodology allows models of HZ location to be tested. 662 

3. The outer-edge of Earth’s current habitability zone is bounded by 1.18 AU 663 

< ao0 < 1.50±0.14 AU. 664 

4. If all HZs are equally habitable then the 95% confidence range, for the 665 

masses of stars with planets hosting intelligent observers, only extends to 666 

0.13M


.  Hence, our Sun is surprisingly large unless there is a mechanism 667 

which supresses the habitability of planets orbiting low-mass stars. 668 

5. For Earth to be a typical inhabited planet there must be very substantial 669 

suppression of habitability for stars of mass below ~0.65M


.   670 

6. Conclusion 5 is difficult to reconcile with explanations based upon the 671 

poor radiation environment in the HZ of smaller stars. 672 

7. Conclusion 5 is difficult to reconcile with explanations based upon a 673 

paucity of suitable planets orbiting smaller stars. 674 

8. Conclusion 5 is compatible with explanations that assume the HZs of 675 

smaller stars are poor habitats because of tidal locking. 676 
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9. If tidal locking is the key process reducing the habitability of planets 677 

orbiting small stars:  678 

a. The most promising targets for SETI are planets orbiting stars of 679 

mass 0.78 M


 < M < 1.04 M


. 680 

b. The most promising targets for searching for life in general are 681 

planets orbiting stars of mass 0.57 M


 < M < 1.64 M

. 682 

c. There are unlikely to be more than n=5 critical evolutionary steps 683 

required for the emergence of intelligence.  684 
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Figures 800 

 801 

FIG. 1.  Significance level, for the n-step model, constrained by assuming 802 

intelligence emerges 4 Gy into a 5 Gy habitable lifespan.  This distribution 803 

implies a best guess that there are 3 or 4 critical steps but the significance level 804 

exceeds 5% for n=1 to 16.   The number of steps is therefore poorly constrained. 805 
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 806 

FIG. 2.  The solid curves (continued with dotted-lines) show the cumulative 807 

probability for the emergence of life whilst the dashed curves (continued with 808 

dotted-lines) show the cumulative probability for the emergence of intelligence.  809 

The vertical lines show the assumed true timing of these events.  The 4-step 810 

model is an excellent fit (both events occur near to a cumulative probability of 811 

0.5) but even the 12-step model is not far enough away from this ideal to be 812 

excluded. 813 
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 814 

FIG. 3.  The joint statistical significance of the observed timing for the origin of 815 

life and the emergence of intelligence.  Models with n between 3 and 6 are an 816 

excellent fit but the significance level remains above 5% over the range n=1 to 12. 817 
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 818 

FIG. 4.  Evolution in luminosity for a solar mass star (from Girardi et. al., 2000).  819 

Brightness increases steadily for ~11 Gy and then jumps by a factor >1000 as the 820 

star exhausts it’s H-fuel and leaves the main-sequence.  L


 is the current solar 821 

luminosity. 822 
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 823 

FIG. 5.  HZ evolution for a solar-mass star.  Note that the habitable-lifetime, , 824 

changes with star-planet separation (horizontal arrows). 825 
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 826 

FIG. 6.  Predicted habitable lifetime from Fig. 5.  (Note that the small, additional 827 

peak at 1.4 AU is produced by the temporary drop in luminosity seen at the end of 828 

the main-sequence lifetime (Fig. 4); this produces a jump in the time at which the 829 

inner edge of the HZ reaches a planet at 1.4 AU compared to the time when the 830 

inner edge reaches a planet slightly closer to the star.) 831 
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 832 

FIG. 7.  Probability distribution of star-planet separation for planets, with 833 

intelligent life, orbiting a solar-mass star.  95% of all such planets orbit in the 834 

confidence interval 0.97 AU < a < 1.54 AU whilst 4.7% of all such planets orbit 835 

within 1AU of their star.  This distribution assumes n=4 and the Kasting et. al. 836 

(1993) boundaries for Earth’s current HZ. 837 
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 838 

FIG. 8.  Probability that an inhabited planet orbits within 1AU of a solar-mass 839 

star, as a function of assumed distance to the outer-edge of the HZ.  Outer-edge 840 

distances greater than 1.48 AU would imply that Earth’s orbit is surprisingly 841 

small (i.e. happens to less than 2.5% of all inhabited planets).  Hence, 1.48 AU is 842 

an upper limit for the outer edge of Earth’s HZ. 843 
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 844 

FIG. 9.   Mean habitable lifetime for planets, possessing intelligent observers, as a 845 

function of star-mass.  Crosses show the results produced by the models in this 846 

paper.  The solid curve is a power-law fit to these models whilst the dashed curve 847 

is the classic main-sequence lifetime of 10(M/M


)
-2.5

.  The dotted line shows the 848 

same calculations repeated for life, in general, rather than just intelligent life. 849 
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 850 

FIG. 10.  Mean star-planet separation for planets, possessing intelligent 851 

observers, as a function of star mass.  Crosses show results from models in this 852 

paper.  The solid curve is a power-law fit to these models.  The dotted line shows 853 

the same calculations repeated for life, in general, rather than just intelligent life. 854 
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 855 

FIG. 11.  Initial mass functions used in this paper.  These curves show how the 856 

numbers of stars vary with stellar mass and demonstrate that small stars are much 857 

more common than large stars. 858 
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 859 

FIG. 12.  Cumulative probabilities for the masses of stars having inhabited 860 

planets.  These curves assume that planets orbiting small stars are as common and 861 

as inhabitable as planets orbiting larger stars.  The upper curve is the worst-case 862 

calculation and the lower-curve is the best-case calculation.  Note that, even for 863 

the best-case scenario, these assumptions predict that 97.5% of all inhabited 864 

planets orbit stars smaller than 0.13 M


.   Hence, these assumptions are not 865 

compatible with the observed large size for our Sun. 866 
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 867 

FIG. 13.  Cumulative probabilities for the masses of stars having inhabited 868 

planets.  The solid curves assume that planets orbiting stars smaller than 0.65 M


 869 

are uninhabitable.  The upper curve is the worst-case calculation and the lower-870 

curve is the best-case calculation.  With this cut-off applied, the best-case curve is 871 

consistent with the observed size of our Sun.  The dotted-curve assumes that 872 

planets orbiting small stars are rendered uninhabitable by the effects of pre-main-873 

sequence heating; this hypothesis is not compatible with the observed large size of 874 

our Sun. 875 
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 876 

FIG. 14.  Time to tidal-locking (equation (22)) and time to over-heating (equation 877 

(13)).  If both are catastrophes for habitability then planets orbiting stars with 878 

masses around 0.84 M


 have the longest habitable lifetimes. 879 
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 880 

FIG. 15.  Cumulative probabilities for the masses of stars having inhabited 881 

planets.  These curves assume that planets become uninhabitable when they 882 

become tidally locked or when they become over-heated (whichever happens 883 

first).  The solid-line shows the calculation for planets inhabited by intelligent 884 

organisms and the dotted line shows the calculation for life in general.  These 885 

results are compatible with the observed mass of our Sun. 886 
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887 
FIG. 16.  Minimum allowed initial rotation period of planets with intelligent 888 

observers for consistency with the hypothesis that habitability is limited by tidal-889 

locking.  Actual periods of young terrestrial planets are of the order of a few hours 890 

and, hence, n is unlikely to be larger than about 5 if the tidal locking hypothesis is 891 

correct.  892 


